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The individual understands that this correspondence will be placed on the Council's

website but does not wish us to include their name and address.


I am, amazed by the fact that this is even being considered. I live at the side of the first field that is being proposed for mining on

. My back door looks out onto it, a few steps out of the door and i'm at the boundary. 10 and half feet away to be


exact. To say I am opposed to this happening is an understatement. I cannot stress to you how strongly I feel about this project

NOT going ahead. I have 3 children, all of school age. I don't want them woken in a morning when they don't need to be, the noise

pollution form this will be catastrophic, you only have to visit our street to see how peaceful it is. I don't want them inhaling coal

dust and getting ill. Does no-one remember how ill it actually made the coal miners? My husband suffers with asthma, so the

health effects for him will be horrendous. I want to be able to sell my house should I choose to (and I did want to in the next few

years)but that would be an impossibility if this happened, IS an impossibility just due to the fact that it's even being considered.

The dirt alone from this project will be Phenomenal; no matter how much they spray the coal there will always be that fine dust that

is going to cover EVERYTHING. To the back of the house, it's like a wind tunnel so the effect on us will be exaggerated. My

children love the wildlife that we get coming to our garden from the birds to the hares to the bats at night time. This will drive all

that away. Not to mention ruin views and block lots of daylight with it being so close. It should never be allowed to go ahead,

should never even be given consideration, being so close to residential properties. Reg 12[3] & ...

Reg 12[3] & 13 P...



Please provide your personal details:


Title*: 

Initial*: L 


Surname*:  


Address*:   


Town*: Clay Cross 


County*: Derbyshire 


Post Code*:  


Telephone No:  


email Address:  




How would you like to be informed of further progress on this application? Please indicate

your preferred choice below:


 Letter  Telephone  email


Reg ...
R...

Reg 12...

Reg 12[3] & 13 Personal D...

Reg 12[3] & 13 ...

Reg 12[...

R... Reg 12[3] & 13 P...


